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FACILITY OF THE FUTURE
– RELEASE YOUR IDEAS
is an ambitious Nordic program that was started
up in 2013, involving all Nordic employees. With
an idea process as a main part, Facility of the
Future presents a new platform for developing
competence and technology leadership, knowledge sharing, and innovation. This platform
encourages our Nordic colleagues to release
1001 ideas and refine 100 of them: Continuously getting new ideas as well as choosing and

developing the ideas with most potential - based
on our customers’ needs and challenges.
A major milestone in this idea process was the
great Competence Event in the NYX office in
November 2013. Here the 100 ideas were the
center of a successful conference day, where
more than 700 colleagues and selected customers
and external partners participated: Engaging in

discussions, knowledge sharing, networking, and
developing ideas further. This event was received
extremely well by our Nordic colleagues and has
gotten remarkably positive feedback for its
competence level, innovative potential, and as a
way of demonstrating competence leadership.
Facility of the Future will continue in 2014 as
a platform for competence and technology
leadership, knowledge sharing, and innovation.
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IDEAS AS A
STRATEGY
Facility of the Future – Release your Ideas is an important part of Nordic’s strategy for strengthening our competence
and technology leadership, knowledge sharing, and innovation.
The program was started as one of the responses to a situation where
customers call for broader and deeper competences. We need to continuously
maintain and develop a high competence level, based on our customers’ needs
and challenges. This requires a dedicated focus on competences, just as we
need to raise our level of knowledge sharing and innovation.

Facility of the Future’s main platform is the idea process: Release Your Ideas.
In this idea process our colleagues are encouraged and supported in
generating, developing, and discussing ideas – creating more competence
focus, knowledge sharing, and room for innovation.
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RELEASE
IDEAS

RELEASE YOUR IDEAS

RELEASE YOUR IDEAS

A LIBRARY FOR MATERIALS
AND COMPONENTS

ACTIVITIES
The program Facility of the Future –
Release your Ideas started in early 2013
as a part of Nordic’s Wildly Important
Goals (WIG) and was on the agenda on
all the departments’ weekly meetings
throughout the year. The first phase of
the program focused on releasing ideas,
aiming for 1001. On their WIG sessions,
Nordic colleagues would come up with
ideas. This could be new initiatives,
products, services or improvements of
existing elements. In other words; ideas
that could help us better meet our

customers’ needs and challenges. These
idea processes were carried out in different ways: Each department had the
freedom to facilitate the idea process in
the way that best met their workflows.
AWARENESS
The startup of the idea processes was
supported by a focused communication strategy to create awareness about
the program and motivate employees
to dedicate themselves to the ideas in
a busy everyday-life. An example was
the monthly photographs of selected

employees, holding their ideas. These
were printed as a collection of large and
visible posters in the reception: Showing
our colleagues’ great ideas and inspiring
others to engage in the idea process.
Numerous other initiatives included
face to face storytelling at department
meetings, a photo competition, a large
front banner after the summer holiday
and visual presence at company party
and DHL race - as well as a fully operational website with idea scoreboards,
templates, material, and an increasingly
growing Dialogue discussion group.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
A central element in the strategy
of motivating the idea process was
visible acknowledgement of dedicated
employees and their ideas. This
included consistent use of the photos
of colleagues with their ideas as the
visual identity for the program on
posters, banners and material – and
also reoccurring time slots on the
Nordic Management meetings, where
two ideas were presented for the
management group for inspiration
and discussion on each meeting.

This idea suggests a more systematic use of samples and mock-ups
from our suppliers, including
a state-of-the-art library. Easier
access might lead to a more
widespread use of samples in
projects, which can support the

GOODBYE TO CLEANROOM SUITS?
This idea minimizes the extent of
expensive clean rooms and the
need for protection suits. Instead
of classifying the room itself, this
idea involves the use of a “room
isolator” or “glove box” philoso-

phy. This leads to lower contamination risk, higher safety and
lower operational cost.
Henriette Schubert, HSBT,
Architecture & Structure

WHAT IS YOUR IDEA?
SHARE IT ON YOUR NEXT
WIG-SESSION!

communication with customers
and suppliers and hence lead
to better understanding and
alignment.
Jan Møller (JNMR),
Architecture & Structure

WHAT IS YOUR IDEA?
SHARE IT ON YOUR NEXT
WIG-SESSION!

REFINE IDEAS
100 IDEAS
The first step of Facility of the Future was to release the
ideas. The next step was to refine some of the ideas:
Choose among them and develop the ones with most
potential.
The departments chose the ideas they found had the
most potential. These ideas were presented for an Idea
Booster Board consisting of specialists and managers
from across NNE Pharmaplan, who would then
consider and rate the ideas. Finally the chosen ideas
were granted an amount of hours for further research
and development.
The program aimed to refine 100 ideas out of the
1001 released ideas and prepare them for presentation
at the large Competence Event.

IDEA
PROJECT
MANAGERS

The Idea Project Managers (IPM’s) were central to
the idea refining process. IPM’s are our Nordic
colleagues who have each come up with one or
more of the ideas that had been chosen as the
100 ideas. Hence, they were granted hours for
developing and refining them; each being the

project manager of his or her own idea(s). In this way,
roughly 100 of our colleagues were involved in
refining the 100 ideas – being an active part of the
program. Some IPM’s were involved early and
participated in the process for many months, whilst
others joined the program in the last phase.

THE DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
Structure and facilitation were keywords for the
process of developing the ideas. Whenever an idea
was accepted as one of the 100, various activities were
offered to the Idea Project Manager to support the
process and motivate interdisciplinary interaction,
knowledge sharing and networking during the process.
Some examples were a weekly meeting with both
introduction for new IPM’s and ongoing feedback, a
printed guide with overview, as well as personal
support. In the Dialogue Group IPM’s could discuss
their ideas, just as they were recommended to create
an Our Wiki article to ensure the documentation and
continuous knowledge sharing about the ideas.
A main milestone in this process was the Competence
Event where all IPM’s had the opportunity to present
their idea for feedback by all their Nordic colleagues
and use the ideas as a platform for competence
discussions and knowledge sharing.
Hence, a specific part of the refining process focused
on preparing the ideas for this presentation. The
support offered here included a presentation course,
guide material, and an organizing of the ideas in
interdisciplinary streams.
Each stream had a leader whose task was to
coordinate similar ideas, facilitate interdisciplinary
networking, and perform review, ensuring the quality
level. Furthermore the streams added structure and an
overview over the growing number of refined ideas.

SYNERGY WITH
CUSTOMERS, STUDENTS
AND PARTNERS
• S
 tudent event: One evening in October, a bus arrived at the NYX with
students from DTU (Technical University of Denmark). They were participants
in a workshop about 3 of the ideas. Besides solution suggestions, exciting
discussions, and new inspiration - this collaboration also resulted in the start
of a Master project with a student and NNE Pharmaplan.
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Findes der en bedre metode til at regulere bioreaktorer end den manuelle? Vær med til
at udforske og udfordre de nye muligheder sammen med ingeniører fra NNE Pharmaplan.

• C
 ustomer event: During the autumn, key customers were invited to an
afternoon of interaction about some of the ideas and potential new
perspectives, followed by a reception. This resulted in several interested
inquries about ideas and the process.

Tirsdag den 29. oktober kl. 17.00 til 20.30
inviterer NNE Pharmaplan til ‘Ingeniør for en dag”, hvor du får mulighed
for at deltage i videreudviklingen af nye koncepter og netværke med en af Danmarks
internationale ingeniørvirksomheder.
Facebook.com/IdaPaaDtu

Tilmelding: https://ida.dk/event/308069

Augmented Reality
i projektering og udførelse

Augmented Reality skal bruges i projektering og udførelse for at øge forståelsen
imellem bygherre, projekterende og udførende.

Tirsdag den 29. oktober kl. 17.00 til 20.30

Intelligent hospitalslogistik
Facebook.com/IdaPaaDtu

inviterer NNE Pharmaplan til ‘Ingeniør for en dag”, hvor du får mulighed
for at deltage i videreudviklingen af nye koncepter og netværke med en af Danmarks
internationale ingeniørvirksomheder.

Hvordan kan vi designe fremtidens hospitaler med
højlagretårne udstyret med robotter? Vær med til at tænke i nye
muligheder sammen med ingeniører fra NNE Pharmaplan.

Tirsdag den 29. oktober kl. 17.00 til 20.30

•	Partnerships: Participation from a group of students from University of
Aalborg and ongoing collaboration with suppliers in the development of
the ideas.

Model Predictive Control
af single-use bioreaktorer

inviterer NNE Pharmaplan til ‘Ingeniør for en dag”, hvor du får mulighed
for at deltage i videreudviklingen af nye koncepter og netværke med en af Danmarks
internationale ingeniørvirksomheder.

Tilmelding: https://ida.dk/event/308069

Tilmelding: https://ida.dk/event/308069
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THE COMPETENCE
EVENT
AN AMBITIOUS EVENT
The Competence Event 14 November was the
meanwhile culmination of Facility of the Future
in 2013. Under the slogan RELEASING OUR
IDEAS, all Nordic colleagues were invited for
a conference day of competence leadership,
knowledge sharing, and innovation - with the
100 refined ideas as the natural center. More
than 700 of our colleagues participated along
with selected customers, students, and suppliers
- listening, engaging in discussions, and giving
their feedback on the ideas.
ENGAGED PARTICIPATION AND NETWORKING
If you took a walk around the floors of NYX
on this day, your ears would have captured the
inspiring buzz of committed dialogue around
posters and demonstrations. Your eyes would

see colleagues listening carefully or giving valuable feedback in crowded meeting rooms. And
you would perhaps be tempted to participate
in the workshops unfolding new perspectives.
Either way, you would find our dedicated
colleagues in the center of it all - with a high
competence level, the will to engage in problem
solving discussions, and the ability to think out
of the box.
IDEAS AND COMPETENCES IN FOCUS
The main part of the program was the 100
ideas – of which some were combined during
the development process or presented together.
These ideas were presented in various different
forms: As presentations, posters, workshops or
demonstrations.

KALUNDBORG EDITION
A few weeks after the Competence Event,
a special version of the event was held in
Kalundborg – demonstrating that the event
concept does not depend on a specific place
such as NYX, but can be held on various
sites.

IDEAS AT THE
COMPETENCE EVENT
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WORKSHOPS
unfolded new and creative
perspectives in the meeting rooms
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COMPETENCE
PRESENTATIONS
put spot on some of market’s
most important new tendencies.
These presentations were recorded and are
now available globally – ensuring knowledge
sharing and benefit for everyone in NNE
Pharmaplan.
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IDEA DEMOS
covered the reception areas,
inviting discussion and curiosity

IDEA PRESENTATIONS
captured their audience in the meeting rooms

40

POSTERS
were exhibited in the large Poster
Gallery and are now used as inspiring
decorations in the offices of NYX

NO ORDINARY
DAY AT THE
OFFICE
A PROGRAM BUILT TO INSPIRE
The event program contained both various
parallel idea presentation sessions and a program
that gathered all participant. In the morning an
innovation specialist and an introduction by CVP
Kim Rasmussen (KRUS) kicked off the day. In the
afternoon the canteen was completely crowded
by interested listeners for the famous Danish brain
scientist Peter Lund Madsen’s key note speech
about the human brain and creativity. Afterwards,
a reception rounded off the event with light
refreshments and networking. And as the day
turned in to evening, more than 100 of our col-

THE OFFICE TRANSFORMED
For anyone working in NYX, the Facility of the
Future Competence Event was impossible to
overlook. Two weeks before, a 15x20 m banner
picturing our colleagues and their great ideas
decorated the front of the building – along with
Facility of the Future flags. And when our colleagues arrived in the morning of the event they
found their office turned into a conference facility:
Roll ups, tables with refreshments, boxes for ideas
and feedback. Large posters and signs guiding the

way to activities and poster gallery. The meeting
rooms were decorated both in- and outside with
posters and questions to facilitate discussions.
Even lunch was different this day: Lunch bags with
6 small delicate dishes were specially made and
distributed from the canteen.

COMMUNICATE!
The Competence Event was widely communicated:
Prior to the event, all Nordic and the headquarters
received an invitation, just as posters with program
information decorated the reception, canteen, and
all kitchenettes. A full event kit was distributed
a few days ahead: A logo key hanger carrying a
booklet with short description of every idea and
all the practical information needed, a time table
giving an overview of all conference activities, and
a card with facilitation questions for reflection and
discussion. All the information was of course also
accessible online, as well as through the special
Facility of the Future app.

leagues were still in the reception: networking and
discussing the ideas and impressions of the day.
The Competence Event received overwhelmingly
positive feedback and evaluations, including a
large amount of calls for “more of this kind”. This
acknowledges the extra effort that was put into
making the event an extraordinary experience.
It also underlines the priority and importance of
competence leadership, knowledge sharing, and
innovation in Nordic.
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REALISE
IDEAS
WHICH IDEAS SHOULD BE REALISED?
During this first year of Facility of the Future we have released our ideas and refined the
best of them. These have been initially developed and presented for feedback at the
Competence Event. Now the next step is to decide whether and perhaps where these
ideas’ journeys continue: To find out which ideas actually have the potential to be fully
realised; which ideas are worth investigating more, and which should be put back in the
drawer. At a certain point, an idea process will always involve saying yes to some ideas
and no to others.
7 DESTINATIONS
These decisions require deep and specific knowledge about the needs and challenges
of NP and our customers within different areas. Therefore the program operates with
7 destinations: 7 persons or groups in NP that have the ability to evaluate ideas within
different competence or business areas – and decide which ideas will be realised.
WORKSHOPS
Facility of the Future has facilitated this decision process through various workshops,
where the ideas’ future potential, destinations and pitches has been discussed and
prepared.

OUTCOME
ACHIEVEMENTS
With Facility of the Future – Release your Ideas,
Nordic have started a journey that is leading us the
first steps towards more competence and technology
leadership, knowledge sharing, and innovation.
During 2013, our 100 ideas were refined and
presented for all Nordic at the Competence Event.
Although not fully developed, the ideas showed
a high competence level and laid the ground for
important competence focus and discussions. Some
of the ideas have already been implemented in cooperation with external partners, and others will follow
in 2014. And the signs of more long term results are
beginning to show.

COMPETENCE AND TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP
As Kim Rasmussen states in a video about Facility of
the Future, it has been impressive to see the way in
which our Nordic colleagues have engaged in Facility
of the Future: In the idea process as well as in the
event. Anyone entering NYX on the Competence
Event would have met a house full of dedicated
employees bringing their competences in to action,
being creative, and sharing their knowledge with
a smile on their faces. This is one way of reaching
more competence and technology leadership – a
long with the key factors knowledge sharing and
innovation.

BOOSTING KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Facility of the Future have created a remarkable
knowledge sharing benefit. The program has facilitated various discussions of ideas and networking
around competences when releasing and refining
ideas – in the departments, in facilitated interdisciplinary meetings and the competence event. Also, the
program has widely supported use of our knowledge
sharing platforms Connect, Dialogue and Our Wiki.
Finally, all Competence Presentations at the Event
were recorded and are now available globally in
NNE Pharmaplan – ensuring global benefit of the
competences and knowledge sharing.

BRANDING BENEFITS
Even though the focus of Facility of the Future in 2013 was mainly internal,
it has benefitted our external relations too:
•	Customers showing interest in both specific ideas and the program as a way of
working with competences and innovation. This will be followed by a major
customer angle in 2014, where e.g. specific customer challenges will lay the
ground for the idea generation.
•	Branding for future employees: Facility of the Future has facilitated close
cooperation with universities along with student events – and delivered the
theme for NNE Pharmaplans participation in the DSE Student Fair in March 2013.

Facility of the Future Idea Process for potential new employees at
DSE Student Fair in March 2013

SURVEY RESULTS

2014

SURVEY: A COMPETENCE EVENT WITH GREAT
RESULTS
•	Almost 9 out of 10 were overall satisfied with the
Competence Event
•	94% would like to participate again next year
•	92% who viewed Idea Presentations were satisfied
or very satisfied
•	86% got new knowledge and new inspiration at
the Competence Event
•	84% found ideas had a high competence level
•	91% found the ideas exiciting

The Facility of the Future program continues in
2014 in a further developed version. As a large
number of our colleagues have asked for,
elements such as the idea process and a
Competence Event (planned for 13 November)
will be central parts of the program in 2014.
Additionally, the potential of the Facility of the
Future platform will be further investigated and
unfolded with more focus on the global
potential, on involving the COI’s and on much
closer customer collaborations. It is time to take it
to the next level. The journey has only just begun.

Read more on Connect

SURVEY: THE IDEA PROJECT MANAGERS’
EXPERIENCES
•	85% were proud of being part of the program
and would recommend it to colleagues
•	89% believe Facility of the Future can help NP
create a more innovative culture and stimulate
knowledge sharing
• 79% believe it develops our competence level
•	77% believe it can help NP maintain a market
leading position in the future
•	81% told friends or network about
Facility of the Future

Join our group on Dialogue!

NNE Pharmaplan is a leading engineering and consulting company within the life science industry.
We work with some of the world’s most prominent pharma and biotech companies and help
them develop, establish and improve their manufacturing and ensure regulatory compliance.
NNE Pharmaplan employs around 2,000 people at more than 30 locations around the world.
Engineering for a healthier world – our role in an industry that improves people’s lives worldwide.
To learn more about our company, please visit nnepharmaplan.com
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